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TIDEWATER FLYING CLUB, INC

NEW MEMBER DISCUSSION ITEMS

HANGAR AREA

GATE CARD.  Upon acceptance into the TFC and initial membership payment, the TFC will notify Security, and 
you can apply for your ID card/gate pass and automobile hang tag.  The ID card is issued by the Newport  
News/Williamsburg Airport Security after you apply for a Security Threat Assessment by the TSA. The application 
fee is $20 and involves a trip to the PHF terminal, going into the secured area downstairs and being photographed. 
Forms are part of the new member package and are also on the TFC website in the downloads section; three forms 
are required (download the "PHF_Security_Applications.pdf" file). The security office closes early on weekdays and 
is not open on Federal holidays or weekends; call ahead to arrange an appointment. [See the PHF Airport Security 
number on the last page of this document.] The ID card is also used to gain access to the back ramp area and the  
TFC hangar.  If the normal gate (Gate 3) is inoperative, Gate 2 near the fire station can be used and you drive north 
(left turn from the gate) down the ramp area to the taxiways to the back ramp and hangars.  Upon resigning from the 
Club, TFC Security will be notified and you must turn the card back into security with 48 hours.

PARKING AUTOMOBILES.  You must have an airport parking hang tag to park on the back ramp.  TFC parking 
at the hangar should normally be done in the gravel 'spaces' across from the hangar.  Automobiles can be parked up 
against the TFC hangar, but substantial clearance must be allowed for multi-engine, low wing airplanes to get by on 
the taxiway.  Guest parking can be accommodated at the Rick Aviation FBO near the rotating beacon. Go into the 
Rick office, tell them you are with the TFC based at PHF and ask for a parking pass for however long it is required. 
Place the pass on the dash and park in the lot across the street.   For the Monthly Club meetings each member will be 
provided a yellow laminated card entitling the member to park in the Employee Parking Lot 1 for the time of the 
Club meeting.

HANGAR COMBINATION.  You will be given a combination to the TFC hangar lock.  The combination will 
open either of the two door locks.

HANGAR DOORS.  The front hangar door is fairly conventional.  Be careful when opening the door if there are 
substantial winds blowing.  The inside top of the hanger is open the whole length of the hangar and a significant 
outflow of air can wrench the door out of your hands.  A bungee cord is available outside to secure the door open. 
The main hangar doors roll on ball bearings.  A locking pin is located at the bottom of two of the doors and must be 
unlatched to open the doors.  Be careful with the first two doors as they are free to swing from wind gusts into the  
hangar and can damage a hangared aircraft.  The doors are extremely heavy and once moving caution should be 
exercised in where you place your fingers when the doors meet.

RESERVING AIRPLANES.  The TFC subscribes to a service, SchedulePointe, that provides an airplane-oriented 
scheduling system accessible on the Web (www.schedulepointe.com).  A computer is available in the hangar and any 
computer with internet access can be used to schedule an airplane.  The TFC schedule system administrator will 
arrange for a “log-on” and “password” for new members.  There is a demonstration available on the SchedulePointe 
system that can be used to gain familiarity.  You should not take an airplane unless your name is on the computer 
schedule for the airplane.  Advance scheduling is available on a first-come, first-serve basis up to six (6) months in 
advance. Enter destination airport or LOCAL and a destination contact phone number.

NO SHOWS.  For a local flight if you are later than 30 minutes for a scheduled airplane, any member is free to 
reschedule and use the airplane without any notice to the original scheduling pilot.  For a cross country flight the 
time limit is 60 minutes and the rescheduling member is expected to try to contact you to see if you are holding for  
weather conditions.  You are always free to slip your departure times on the schedule if you have been delayed to  
avoid another member taking your airplane.  The remarks area of the scheduling system should be annotated to 
designate a cross-country flight.
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AIRPLANE CHARGES.  Upon completing your flight you are required to fill out a Trip Ticket. Blank trip tickets 
are stored in the center desk drawer.  Fill out the ending and start “TACH” times, and enter the difference.  If you 
have purchased fuel or oil away from PHF attach a receipt showing the gallons of fuel to your Trip Ticekt and the 
Treasurer will credit your fuel purchase at the rate TFC is currently paying for fuel at PHF.  If you incur any 
maintenance or other expenses you feel the TFC should cover, enter the items along with a receipt.  TFC will not 
pay for customs, landing fees, tie downs, ramp fees,  hangaring, and other incidental operating charges away from 
PHF.  Those charges are the responsibility of the member.

STATUS BOARD. Inside the hangar office is a large plastic Status Board listing the available airplanes. There is a 
reversible sliding board/panel for each airplane slots.  If the RED side is showing, the airplane is grounded and may 
not be flown without being expressly released by the Maintenance Officer.  If the WHITE side is showing the 
airplane is available for use.  The current Tach time should be marked on the Status Board after each flight by the 
member using the airplane.  Routine airplane maintenance (oil change, plug cleaning, lubrication, etc.) is scheduled 
every 50 hours.  The Tach time for the next scheduled maintenance is marked on the Status Board (and is also shown 
on the SchedulePointe.com schedule for each aircraft).  Aircraft may NOT be operated beyond the 50 hour limit; it is 
the responsibility of the member to ensure their use will not exceed this tach hour limit. Due dates are shown for the 
airplanes next Annual, Static System check, Transponder calibration, and ELT certification.  The Maintenance 
Officer attempts to keep all this information current and accurate.  In the final analysis, however, it is the PIC 
responsibility to verify via airplane logs that the airplane is airworthy.
 
AIRPLANE PILOT BOOKS. The airplane pilot books are located on the status board.  The pilot books are blue, 
marked for each airplane, and have a detachable key.  You should review the last entry in the book to determine 
acceptability of the airplane for your use.  There will be notes about refueling, VOR in-flight calibrations, or any 
other thing some previous pilot deemed worthy (squawks should be recorded separately; see Recording Airplane 
Problems below). Always be sure to verify that the starting Tach time in the airplane agrees with the last entry in the 
pilot book.  Upon completion of your flight make the appropriate entries in the book and return it with the airplane 
key to the desk drawer.

RECORDING AIRPLANE PROBLEMS. Airplane squawks should be recorded in the squawk notebook on the 
desk in the office.  The Maintenance Officer should be notified about each squawk in order to schedule service.  If 
the pilot feels that the squawk is sufficient to ground the airplane, the pilot should ground the airplane and notify the 
Maintenance Officer. The Maintenance Officer will make a final determination. If the Maintenance Officer cannot 
be located, alternate names and telephone numbers are posted in the hangar office.  It is best to err on the side of 
safety if there is any doubt on a squawk.

AIRPLANE MAINTENANCE RECORDS. There is a file cabinet in the TFC hangar office with a drawer marked 
for each of the airplanes.  Inside, at the front of the drawer, is a folder with the current year's maintenance records on 
the airplane.  You are encouraged to look at the last entry to see when and what service was performed on the 
airplane. These records are not to be removed from the office.  The official FAA maintenance records are contained 
in the airplane log books.

AIRPLANE MANUALS.  Manuals on each of the airplanes are available for sale to members.  The manuals are 
located in the bottom right-hand desk drawer with the price marked.  Fill out an airplane Trip Ticekt with your name 
and items you are purchasing. 

CHARTS AND APPROACH PLATES. The TFC does not provide VFR charts, IFR charts or IFR approach plates. 
Each pilot is required to have in his/her possession in the airplane current VFR and, for an IFR flight, IFR charts and 
approach plates appropriate to the route and location being flown. Charts are available for purchase at the Rick 
Aviation FBO.

TFC BYLAWS and RULES AND REGULATIONS.  A copy of the current TFC Bylaws and Rules and 
Regulations is available in a notebook on the desk.  Also in the notebook are copies of the insurance policy and the 
airplane weight and balance data.
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WEIGHT and BALANCE DATA.  Part of the data package to each new member is a current copy of the weight 
and balance data for each airplane.  These weight and balance data are also available on the bulletin board in the 
office, in the notebook on the desk, and in the computer scheduling system under Airplanes.

MEMBERSHIP LISTING. Part of the data package to each new member is a current list of members along with 
contact information for the members. The membership listing is also posted in the hangar office, and on the 
computer scheduling system.

TELEPHONE USAGE and CHARGES.  The TFC has a telephone in the hangar office.  This is a commercial 
customer line in which the TFC pays $0.10 for each outgoing telephone call.  If the telephone is needed to conduct 
business for the TFC, use it.  A reasonable usage of the telephone for local personal calls is acceptable.  Any 
personal long distance calls are expected to be paid for by the member.  Fill out an airplane Trip Ticket with your 
name, date, and place called, and charges if available, and the TFC will put the charges in your monthly bill. 

TOOLS. The TFC has an assortment of tools in the hangar to perform routine maintenance on the airplanes; this 
maintenance is limited to owner-authorized service (oil change, etc.) Other maintenance must be performed by or 
under the supervision of a certificated Airframe and Powerplant (A&P) mechanic.

MISCELLANEOUS PARTS. The TFC has an assortment of parts for routine maintenance in the hangar.

OIL. The TFC purchases oil in multiple case quantity and stores it in the hangar.   The oil weight in use for each 
airplane is seasonally adjusted, posted on the Status Board in the office, and  placed in the airplanes

AIRPLANE HANGARING.  N4805G (172) is normally stored in the hangar.  At times however, any airplane 
could be in the hangar.  A healthy person on a dry day can single-handedly push one of the 172’s into the hangar 
with some effort. Go slow.  Getting any of the airplanes pushed back onto the hangar ramp to a point that the prop 
has cleared the taxi way is not too difficult.  The airplane must be pushed back onto the hangar ramp for the fueling 
truck.   If the fuel truck driver is still available, they are generally receptive to a request for help in pushing the 
airplane back into the hangar.  Make sure the hangar doors will clear the prop spinner.  Members can be charged for 
repeated damage when hangaring the airplanes.

ELECTRIC WINCH.  An electric winch is mounted to the floor of the hangar near the back wall to assist in 
putting airplanes in the hangar.  Instructions for operation of the winch are part of each new member's information 
package.  The operating instructions are also posted on the bulletin board in the office and on the hangar wall above  
the winch.  There is sufficient cable on the electric winch to connect to the airplane tail tie down when the airplane 
has been pushed back onto the hangar ramp.  There is a block on the winch cable to insure that the airplane cannot  
be pulled into the hangar wall.  The airplane nose wheel must be steered with the steering bar when winching the 
airplane into the hangar.  The winch should be stopped when the airplane nose wheel has gotten onto the concrete, 
the winch cable disconnected from the airplane, and the airplane manually pushed the rest of the way into the 
hangar.

HANGAR LIGHTS. The airport maintains a night light outside at the end the of the hangar.  TFC maintained lights 
are provided at the front and sliding hangar doors entrances.  These lights are switched from inside the hangar and 
are normally left OFF unless TFC personnel are on site.

GUESTS. If driving separately, you should ask your guests to meet at Rick Aviation; Rick's counter personnel will 
issue car passes (multi-day if necessary) and they should park in the Rick lot (part of the airport employee parking 
lot). You must escort these guests if they do not have airport ID cards.

CURRENT WEATHER.  Both PHF FBO’s provide weather access systems in their customer lounges and 
members should feel free to use them and print out weather data.  The TFC office has a telephone that can be used to 
call Flight Service for weather and filing/closing flight plans.  The TFC office computer has DUATS capability via 
the internet, but a member must have his/her own password and identification to access DUATS.  This DUATS 
service is free to all pilots having a current medical and members are encouraged to get access.
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AIRPLANES

AVIONICS MANUALS. Each of the airplanes is equipped with a panel-mounted, IFR certified Garmin 430W. 
Manuals for these GPS units are located in the airplanes.  Personal copies of each of the manuals can be downloaded 
from the club website in the downloads section or from Garmin.

AIRPLANE GROSS WEIGHT. Each of the airplanes is equipped with long-range fuel tanks.  The pilot must be 
careful with the airplane gross weight and center of gravity when carrying three or more people and luggage.  If a 
flight cannot be accommodated because of gross weight, the pilot can attempt to work with the previously scheduled 
pilot, and Rick Aviation  line service to not have the airplane refueled.  Rick Aviation as a normal practice will refuel 
any TFC airplane returned to PHF.  If the previous flight is a normal local flight (typically an hour) the weight 
savings may be minimal.  There are no provisions at PHF to off-load and temporarily store fuel, and no such 
attempts should be made by any  member.

SERVICE ITEMS. Located in the luggage area of each airplane is a plastic tub with several service items.  These 
items include: paper towels, wind shield cleaning materials, several quarts of oil, oil additive for N4805G, and a 
funnel.  If the funnel is used it must be thoroughly cleaned with aviation gasoline or wrapped in a plastic bag. 
Failure to do this will result in everything in the plastic tub being contaminated with oil.

AIRPLANE OIL. The oil in use in the airplanes is seasonally adjusted by the Maintenance Officer.  Normal winter 
use is Aeroshell 80W SAE 40, and summer use is Aeroshell 100W SAE 50. Note: N4805G requires a special oil, 80 
Plus or 100 Plus.  Normally each airplane has several quarts of appropriate oil in the plastic tub located in the 
luggage area for pilot usage. Any oil added to the airplane engine should be noted in the blue pilot book so the 
Maintenance Officer can track oil consumption.

GROUNDING AIRPLANES. The current status of the airplanes for flight is shown on the Status Board in the 
office hangar and the computer scheduling system.  An airplane that is grounded, signified by the RED panel on the 
Status Board or notes in the computer scheduling system, may not be flown.  Any member may ground an airplane 
when any squawk is thought to compromise safety or if for any reason the airplane is found to not be airworthy by 
FAA requirements. The Maintenance Officer is the only person who can restore an airplane to an "up" status after 
being grounded.  When an airplane is grounded, attempts should be made to notify subsequent pilots that have the 
airplane scheduled.  It is always a good policy to check the computer schedule before leaving home to go to the 
airport to make sure an airplane has not been grounded.

REPAIRS AWAY FROM PHF.  The Club Rules and Regulations detail the procedures for dealing with airplane 
problems away from home.  Basically, if you have a minor problem ($500 sort of thing), negotiate the best deal you 
can and pay for the repairs, and the Club will reimburse you. If the problem is more serious contact the Maintenance 
Officer for advice.  If it is necessary to leave the airplane at a distant airport for repairs, the pilot is responsible for 
getting himself/herself and any passengers home, and the Club is responsible for getting the airplane home. 

FLIGHT PLANS. It is recommended that pilots use ATC flight following or file flight plans for flights of 150 miles 
or more. 

AIRPLANE LOG BOOKS. The log books for the aircraft are kept in the airplanes in the glove compartment box.

TACH CALIBRATION. Inside each airplane is a laminated card with the Tach calibration.

AIRPLANE CURRENCY. The current status of the airplanes with regard to annuals and transponder and static 
system certification is shown in the airplane log books.  The Status Board in the hangar office also shows the 
airplane system currency; but in the final analysis, it is the PIC responsibility to verify currency via the airplane log 
books.  The VOR currency for IFR purposes is shown in the blue pilot books.  Pilots are encouraged to routinely 
perform the in-flight cross-calibration of the VORs, and to record the information in the pilot book including name 
and date.
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SERVICE INTERVALS.  The airplanes are routinely serviced at 50 hour intervals (tach time).  If service has not 
been completed by 50 hours the airplane is grounded.  Pilots may not take an airplane if their expected flight time 
will exceed the 50 hours without prior arrangement with the Board for service at your destination. 

ANNUALS. The Club attempts to stagger the airplane annuals so that multiple airplanes are not down for 
inspection.  The next annual due date can be determined from the airplane log books and the hangar office Status 
Board.  A pilot may not schedule an airplane for a cross country or multi-day flight that will extend an airplane 
beyond the scheduled annual due date.

TIE DOWN ASSIGNMENTS-HANGARING. N4805G is normally kept in the hangar. The other aircraft are 
normally kept on the back ramp in tie downs positions number 18 and 19.  The TFC maintains chock blocks at the 
ramp tie downs.  The airplanes may be shuffled around to accommodate servicing.  Generally, the airplanes will be 
returned to the location that the pilot found them at preflight.  If a pilot needs to take an airplane early in the  
morning and frost is expected, he or she can put put their scheduled airplane in the hangar the night before and rotate 
the hangared airplane to the ramp.  The pilot must ascertain that the hangared airplane is not also scheduled for an 
early morning departure.  The pilot is expected at the end of his/her flight to put the airplanes back into their 
appropriate positions.

PREFLIGHT RESPONSIBILITY.  The pilot is responsible for all preflight operations for the airplane.  Because 
of the number of different pilots operating the airplanes, the pilot should conduct a thorough preflight. The pilot 
should not assume that the airplane was automatically refueled; verify fuel status.

POST-FLIGHT RESPONSIBILITY. At the completion of the flight  the pilot is responsible to make sure the 
airplane has been secured at a tie down or hangared, that all personal effects have been removed, and that the 
airplane has been left in a clean condition.  The pilot is expected to call (radio Rick Aviation Unicom 122.95 or 
telephone Rick Aviation 874-5727) to have the airplane refueled.  If the airplane is to be hangared the pilot must 
place the airplane on the hangar ramp and wait for the fuel truck.  If Rick Aviation is closed, the hangared airplane 
should be hangared, and a note placed on the Status Board and in the pilot blue book that the airplane was not 
refueled. The fuel truck will not fuel an airplane in the hangar.  The pilot need not stay until the fuel truck has fueled 
an airplane located on a back ramp tie down.  Rick Aviation will bill the TFC for fuel charges.  The pilot will not get 
any paperwork regarding the refueling at PHF.  The pilot must fill out an airplane Trip Ticket for each flight and  
leave it in the desk drawer.  The pilot must update the Status Board in the hangar office with the current Tach time. 
The pilot must also update the Tach time in the computer scheduling system using the “dispatch” function.  If the 
Tach time is within 5 hours of the next schedule maintenance time, the Maintenance Officer should be notified.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE.  The TFC performs routine service and cleaning on the airplanes.  The Maintenance 
Officer is responsible for scheduling the maintenance and the service to be performed.  Members performing service 
at the direction of the Maintenance Officer receive work credit toward their TFC monthly charges.  Currently this 
credit is $5.00 per hour.  Members are encouraged to participate in the maintenance of the airplanes.  However, all 
maintenance must be under the direction of the Maintenance Officer, whether it is voluntary or credited work.  On 
occasion, it may be necessary for the Maintenance Officer to cancel someone’s scheduled flight to perform 
maintenance.  Reasonable attempts will be made to avoid these types of cancellations and members will be notified 
before a cancellation.
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Telephone Numbers:

TFC Hangar 874-2521
Rick Aviation (fuel) 874-5727
Rick Aviation (line service) 874-6415
PHF Tower 875-5085
PHF Airport Security 877-0221 ext. 251
PHF AWOS 874-3682
Flight Service 1-800-992-7433

Radio Frequencies:

Rick Aviation 122.95 MHz
PHF Ground  (6AM-11PM) 121.90 MHz
PHF Tower  (6AM-11PM) 118.70 MHz
PHF ATIS/AWOS 128.65 MHz
PHF ATC Departure 124.90 MHz
FSS PHF RCO 122.65 MHz
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TIDEWATER FLYING CLUB

AIRPLANE WEIGHT AND MOMENT

OCTOBER 8, 2002

AIRPLANE N927TC N4805G

LAST CERTIFICATION 8-04-97 12-19-97

EMPTY WEIGHT (POUNDS) 1471.84 1508.89

CENTER GRAVITY (CG INCHES) 39.45 39.25

EMPTY MOMENT (POUND-INCHES)* 58065.10 59223.61

MAXIMUM WEIGHT @ Takeoff 2300.00 2300.00

USEFUL LOAD (MAX. FUEL AND OIL) 525.16 491.10
@Takeoff

EMPTY WEIGHT FOR N927TC DOES NOT INCLUDE OIL; 15 POUNDS FOR N927TC 
OIL IS INCLUDED IN N4805G EMPTY WEIGHT.

FUEL FOR N927TC 48 GALLONS AT 288 POUNDS, N4805G 50 GALLONS AT 300 
POUNDS

* The empty moments shown are the values recorded on the certification sheet in the airplane.  
These values differ very slightly from the product of the empty weight and center gravity also 
recorded on the certification sheet  and are insignificant for practical purposes.
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HANGER ELECTRIC WINCH INSTRUCTIONS

CAUTION YOU MUST STEER THE NOSE WHEEL 
TO KEEP AIRPLANE TAIL CENTERED WHILE 

RETRIEVING WITH THE ELECTRIC WINCH.  THE 
WINCH WILL NOT KEEP THE TAIL CENTERED

1. LOCATE AIRPLANE ON ASPHALT RAMP AND ATTACH TOW/STEERING BAR ON 
AIRPLANE

2. SCREW BLACK KNOB ON WINCH CLOCKWISE TO FREE CABLE, PULL CABLE TO 
AIRPLANE TAIL AND SECURE TO TAIL TIEDOWN

3. PULL YELLOW/BLUE CABLE TO FRONT OF AIRPLANE

4. SCREW BLACK KNOB ON WINCH COUNTERCLOCKWISE TO ENGAGE WINCH 
CLUTCH

5. TURN SWITCH ON HANGER WALL ABOVE WINCH TO “ON” POSITION, NEON 
LIGHT WILL COME ON

6. PUSH BUTTON ON HANDLE OF YELLOW/BLUE CABLE TO ACTIVATE WINCH

7. STEER AIRPLANE TO KEEP TAIL/RUDDER CENTERED IN HANGER, GO SLOW

8. STOP WINCH WHEN AIRPLANE NOSEWHEEL IS ON CONCRETE

9. UNHOOK CABLE FROM TAIL TIE DOWN AND CONTINUE RETRIEVING CABLE TO 
WINCH UNTIL CABLE STOP TOUCHES WINCH HOUSING

10. TURN SWITCH TO “OFF” POSITION, NEON LIGHT WILL GO OUT

11. SECURE YELLOW/BLUE CABLE ON HANGER WALL

12. MANUALLY COMPLETE HANGERING OF AIRPLANE
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